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INTRODUCTION
Accurate atomic transition data for (highly) ionized Ni, Zn, and Ge (22°Z°32). We also list all transition probabilities of the electric-dipole (E1) allowed transi-atoms are needed in astrophysics and plasma physics. In the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) part of the solar spectrum, tions from these excited levels to the 3s 2 3p 3 ground state configuration. Both transition probabilities and lifetimes for example, many of the observed lines arise from excited multiply charged ions of the iron group [1] . Even have been found to be sensitive to the inclusion of electron correlation beyond the occupied 3l subshells. though a number of previously unidentified solar lines can now be assigned from beam-foil measurements [2] , Approximations to the atomic wave functions have been generated with the newly published atomic structure theoretical data for such ions remain relevant for further astrophysical precision work in astronomy.
package GRASP92 [5] . In this multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) program, an atomic state with parity P Of particular interest are predictions of oscillator strengths and lifetimes for long-lived levels, because most and angular momentum quantum numbers J, M is represented in terms of configuration state functions (CSF) of laboratory light sources which yield precise wavelength data often do not allow lifetime measurements of the the same symmetry excited levels. In beam-foil measurements, however, a series of long-lived lines for various phosphorus-, sulfur-,
and chlorine-like ions have recently been observed by Träbert and co-workers [3] . Many of these are intercombination lines which arise from the decay of low-where n c denotes the number of CSF in the expansion. In Eq. (1), each CSF is built from antisymmetrized prod-excitation states of the 3s 2 3p n 3d configuration in these sequences. Such lines were found in the spectra of the ucts of Dirac orbitals whose radial parts are represented by values at a number of grid points. In the standard solar corona and also of low-density tokamak discharges. In the phosphorus sequence, Träbert et al. [4] observed MCDF model, both the orbitals and the expansion coefficients {c r (a), r Å 1, . . . , n c } are optimized self-consis-long-lived levels from the 3s 2 3p 2 3d 4 D and 4 F terms of Fe XII. Similar spectra have also been found for phospho-tently with respect to the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian. The relativistic (transverse) Breit interaction is added rus-like Ni ions at various beam energies between 8.5 and 24 MeV. For a detailed interpretation of such delayed later to the Hamiltonian matrix as perturbation. Then, from the diagonalization of the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit spectra from beam-foil measurements, however, knowledge of lifetimes and transition probabilities is required. matrix the wave function expansion is finally obtained.
To generate the wave functions we performed a The long-lived intercombination lines were often not included in previous compilations on these transition arrays, series of computations. All spectroscopic orbitals were first optimized on the levels of both the 3s 2 3 p 3 ground because the small probabilities are difficult to predict accurately.
state and the excited 3s3 p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3 d configurations together. We also optimized the correlation orbitals in Here we present the energy levels and lifetimes associated with the excited 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3d configu-such a way as to obtain a common orbital set for the full transition array. Because of the large number of individ-rations for the seven phosphorus-like ions Ti, Cr, Fe, Co, In Table I , we present the excitation energies of Number of CSF in Eq. (1) in Different Approximations the 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3d levels with respect to the 3s 2 3p 3 of the Calculation 4 S 3/2 ground state as well as the corresponding lifetimes in length and velocity gauge. wave function expansions. Moreover, no lifetimes had been given in the previous compilations [6, 7] . In addition to level energies we also calculated all electric-dipole decay rates which connect the 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3d con-ual transitions in the two arrays 3s 2 3p 3 -3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3 p 3 -3s 2 3p 2 3d, a separate optimization of the orbital figurations with the odd-parity ground state configuration. The calculation of the transition probabilities and function for each transition in turn is not feasible. However, using this set of orbitals we then carried out inde-lifetimes was done with the OSCL92 component of GRASP92 [5] . From this program we obtained transition pendent configuration-interaction (CI) calculations for the different J Å 1 /2, 3 /2, 5 /2, and 7 /2 states of the energies, probabilities, and oscillator strengths for the electric-dipole allowed transitions to the five levels of the excited configurations. Since we restrict this investigation to the electric dipole decay to the ground state con-3s 2 3p 3 ground state configuration. In relativistic atomic structure calculations two gauge forms for the coupled figuration, only excited levels with J°7/ 2 need be considered. There are 34 levels which belong to the two radiation field are commonly applied, namely Babushkin and Coulomb gauges. In the nonrelativistic limit, the Ba-excited configurations and which have total angular momenta J Å 1/ 2, . . . , 7/ 2. bushkin gauge corresponds to the length form of the matrix elements, while the Coulomb gauge tends toward the The configuration expansions (1) for the different symmetries have been obtained with the active space velocity form. For the convenience of the reader, we use below the terms length and velocity to display our results. method. Within this method, the list of CSF of a given parity and total angular momentum is generated by excita- Table II lists transition energies and probabilities for all electric-dipole allowed transitions. Again, a brief tions from one or more reference configurations to an active set of orbitals. In the wave functions below, we comparison of wavelengths and oscillator strengths (in length gauge) with the work by Fawcett [7] and with include all virtual excitations (up to quadrupole) within the 3l subshells as well as single (S) and double (D) experimental results is made in Table C for selected transitions. Only strong lines but no intercombination transi-excitations into the 4l shells. For the three elements with Z°26, i.e., phosphorus-like titanium, chromium, and tions have been listed by Fawcett and also by Huang [6].
To provide some insight into the overall ''convergence'' iron, all SD excitations into the 4l and/or 5l layer have been incorporated also. However, since in phosphorus-of our calculations we present the E1 transition probabilities in Table II in both length and velocity gauges. The like ions five electrons have to be treated outside the 1s 2 2s 2 2p 6 core, we were not able to include further core-results in length gauge are often accepted to be more reliable, while the velocity form is known to be more valence correlations. An active space with SD excitations up to the 5l orbitals outside the closed core yields a maxi-sensitive to correlations. For accurate wave functions, however, results from both gauge forms should be the mal wave function expansion of 16633 CSF to represent the even-parity J Å 5/2 states. Table A lists the number same, so that the difference between them gives some hint as to the estimated accuracy. The weighted oscillator of CSF for the different wave function expansions which we applied in the current treatment. Independent calcula-strengths are displayed in the length gauge only.
In Tables I and II all excited levels and transitions tions have been performed for all the different J values of the 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3d configurations. By incorporating are shown in ascending order of the energy. We further display the level numbers as well as the total angular virtual excitations into the 4l and 5l shells a rather satisfying convergence is obtained for most excitation energies momenta and parities of the initial and final atomic states. All excited initial levels are of even parity and all final and lifetimes. ones are of odd parity. No attempt has been made to experimental results. For phosphorus-like ions with five valence electrons, however, it seems currently impossible assign spectroscopic LS notation since these labels lose significance with an increasing degree of ionization and to reach the same accuracy as recently obtained for near closed-shell systems in (mainly) nonrelativistic computa-would only be meaningful for the ions near the neutral end of the isoelectronic sequence.
tions [8, 9] . Compared with such simpler shell structures, we are only able to include the most important valence The overall accuracy of the calculated lifetimes and transition probabilities (Tables I and II) is difficult to correlations. A detailed comparison with previous calculations and available experimental data on the 3s 2 3p 3 -estimate. The deviations between the results in length and velocity gauge indicate the shorter lifetimes to be accurate 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 3 -3s 2 3p 3 3d transitions arrays will be presented elsewhere. to within about 10%. For other weak but still non-negligible transitions, however, there remain somewhat larger Even though we cannot demonstrate the same accuracy as recently obtained on simpler systems, we are now discrepancies between the gauges and, possibly, also with Transitions from the 3s3p 4 and 3s 2 3p 2 3d excited levels to the different levels of the 3s 2 3p 3 ground state configuration are listed in ascending order of the transition energy. Transition energies are given as wavenumbers together with the corresponding wavelengths. To characterize the atomic levels involved in the transition we show the level numbers from Table I and the total angular momenta of the corresponding final and initial atomic states. All final levels are of odd parity and all initial levels are of even parity. The ion is identified in the upper left corner.
Trans.
Level numbers of the lower and upper level from Table I .
J F
Total angular momentum of the lower 3s 2 3p 3 J F odd-parity level. J I Total angular momentum of the upper 3s3p 4 J I or 3s 2 3p 2 3d J I excited even-parity level. Wavenumber Wavenumber of the transition (in cm 01 ).
Wavelength
Wavelength of the transition (in Å ). A Transition probability (in s 01 ). Values are given for both length and velocity gauge. gf
Weighted oscillator strength (dimensionless) in length gauge.
